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Abstract
In this work, we present the Simulink model of solar power charger connected to grid. The model consists of solar panels,
MPPT, voltage controller, DC-DC converter, Inverter and battery. Under constant irradiance and temperature conditions
the PV model is simulated, and output is observed. The hybrid model is simulated, and Matlab/Simulink results are
analyzed. For enhancing the PV array’s power output, Incremental conductance method is used. The DC output voltage
from PV array is fed to boost converter as input to boost up the voltage level. The DC output from boost converter is fed to
inverter using IGBT as switching devices. The MPPT keep a track of the maximum power point and give enhanced PV
generated output power. The converted output of the inverter is then fed to the grid. We start with the description of the
system. In our work, we define and gave brief overview of the components used in our study. The dynamic model of a PV
system is developed to collate the output from the PV array to inverter with MPPT. Also it has been studied in this work
that the system is stable and synchronized with the power grid parameters such as frequency, voltage and current.
Keywords: Grid Connected PV system, MPPT, Incremental step conductance method, MATLAB/SIMULINK.
1. INTRODUCTION
Electrical energy is the most essential form of energy we use in present society. Electrical energy can be described as
energy stored in charged particles moving in an electric field. It is easy to transmit and when electrons move in a
conductor they produce electric current. Hence when electrons are forced to move in a conductor they produce electricity.
We use different forms of energy to do this. Generally electric energy is produced by converting other forms of energy
(coal, nuclear, solar, wind, hydroelectric etc [1]. There are two different sources of energy. They are renewable and nonrenewable energy sources. Renewable energy sources are the sources which do not become extinct as they are used. They
are unlimited in availability and renew themselves. Using renewable energy sources should be encouraged. They create
less pollution, and are sustainable for long times. Renewable resources also produce clean energy, meaning less pollution
and greenhouse gas emissions, which contribute to climate change. The most prominent forms of renewable energy are
from solar, wind, hydro and biomass. These resources are abundantly available in the nature. The only drawback of these
renewable means of energy is the variation in the seasonal and natural climatic conditions. During summer season, the
solar energy is capable in generating energy while only at the times of winter and spring the production of energy from sun
is low. Renewable energy sources are the sources which do not become extinct as they are used. They are unlimited in
availability and renew themselves. Hydropower, solar power and wind power come into this category. Using renewable
energy sources should be encouraged. They create less pollution, and are sustainable for long times. Non-renewable energy
sources are the sources which do not renew themselves after being used [2]. India is world's 3rd largest consumer of
electricity and world's 3rd largest renewable energy producer with 38% of energy capacity installed in the year 2020 (136
GW of 373 GW) coming from renewable sources. Ernst & Young's (EY) 2021 Renewable Energy Country Attractiveness
Index (RECAI) ranked India 3rd behind USA and China. In November 2021, India had a renewable energy capacity of
150 GW consisting of solar (48.55 GW), wind (40.03 GW), small hydro power (4.83 GW), bio-mass (10.62 GW), large
hydro (46.51 GW), and nuclear (6.78 GW). India has committed for a goal of 450 GW renewable energy capacity by 2030.
In 2016, Paris Agreement's Intended Nationally Determined Contributions targets, India made commitment of producing
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50% of its total electricity from non-fossil fuel sources by 2030. In 2018, India's Central Electricity Authority set a target
of producing 50% of the total electricity from non-fossil fuels sources by 2030. India has also set a target of producing 175
GW by 2022 and 500 GW by 2030 from renewable energy.
Use of Photovoltaic (PV) cell powered power systems connected with Grids have been increasing exponentially during the
last ten years. This sharp growth is pushed by a genuine concern about changes in climate, reduction in cost of PV system
and rebates/tax incentives. The major limitation of electrical power supply (coming from Sun) is that the generation of
power is not uniform all through the day, and it keep changing with changing atmospheric conditions [3]. Also, efficiency
of PV cells is very low in converting solar energy into electrical energy and in the span of 9-17%. So, to overcome these
constraints, MPPT is a necessary part of a solar Photo Voltaic (PV) system, which is tied to Grid. It always ensure that
maximum available power is drawn out of the Gird Connected Photo Voltaic panel at each and every conditions and
directed to the AC grid, which is ideally assumed as an infinite sink of power [4].This important characteristic helps in
improving dynamic response and efficiency of the Grid connected PV system. In our literature, distinct MPPT algorithms
are presented and two of them are mostly used. One is “Perturb and Observe (P&O)” and the other one is “Incremental
Conductance”. [5], [6]. But, some MPPTs are impressively fast and accurate but special design is needed and knowledge of
particular subjects, for eg fuzzy logic [7], neural network [8]. Photo Voltaic systems that are Grid Connected, directly feed
electricity simultaneously with the conventional electric source to the electrical network.

Figure 1. Utility interactive Photo Voltaic system
2. MODELLING OF SOLAR PANEL
The basic element of a solar panel is the PV cells. The solar panels are designed considering the basic equivalent circuit
diagram and the equations of a PV cell. The equations are used to model the PV panel [9].

Figure 2. Equivalent Circuit Diagram of PV Cell with Resistances
The figure 2 is the simple diode equivalent circuit diagram for a PV cell using resistor in series and parallel. The generated
current by the solar cell can be expressed as
IPV cell = ID +ISH +I
I = IPV cell – ID -ISH
(1)
The diode current for the solar cell is given as
ID=Io cell [exp ( + RS /a th )-1]
(2)
ISH = + RS/ P
(3)
Substituting the equations 2 and 3 in 1 it can be written as
I = IPV cell – I0 cell [exp ( + RS/ th )-1]- + RS / p
(4)
IPV cell = photo current
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I = solar cell generated current
ID = current through the diode
ISH = current flowing through the parallel resistance
Rp = Parallel resistance of PV cell
Rs = series resistance of PV cell
Io Cell = Leakage current or reverse saturation current
Vth = Thermal voltage
a = diode reality factor
k = Boltzmann constant (1.3806503*10-23 J/K)
T= Cell temperature
q= electron charge (1.60217646 *10-19 C ) .
The terminal voltage: Vth

(5)

Substituting equation 5 in 4
I = IPV cell – I0 cell [exp (( + Rs)/ )-1]- + Rs / p
(6)
I = IPV cell – I0 cell [exp (( + RS )/
)-1]
(7)
The equation (7) shows the ideal PV cell characteristics and does not include the practical I-V characteristics in a PV cell.
The first term IPV Cell in equation (7) is proportional to the solar irradiance intensity while the second term is the cell
current and voltage of the diode. Resistances are added in series and parallel to a circuit to form a practical PV cell. The
elements with contact resistance of the PV cell are in series with the circuit while the leakage current of the circuit is
represented using the parallel resistance. The accuracy of the equivalent circuit with single diode can be improved by
adding large number of diodes to the circuit [9].
In a PV module along with the series and shunt resistance number of cells are connected either in series (Ns) or parallel
(Np) with the circuit.
I =Np IPV cell– NpI0cell [exp (( + RS ) /
)-1]- + RS / p
(8)
The photon current incident on the solar cell mainly depends on the radiation from the sun and the temperature.
This can be expressed as: IPV cell= [ IPV celln +KI(T-Tref )] * /
(9)
The photon current is the light radiated current at standard conditions. The standard test condition values considered for a
PV cell is 1000KW/m2 irradiance and 25°C temperature. In equation (9) IPVcelln is the photon current at standard test
condition, KI is the current temperature coefficient, Tref is the temperature at standard test condition, G is the value of
irradiance and Gn is the irradiance value at standard test condition [10].
The diode current is a function of current and voltage and takes reverse saturation current at any temperature. Therefore,
the reverse saturation current is given by
I0 celln = SCn /( 0cn/
(10)
th )−1
I0celln is the reverse saturation current at standard test condition. The temperature has an influence over the reverse
saturation current and is given by (Atiq and soori 2016) [9].
I0cell =I0celln ( /T ref )3
[ g/
( 1/ – 1/ ref )]
(11)
The I-V and P-V characteristics are based on the irradiance and the temperature of the cell. The characteristics output
changes based on the variations in solar radiance and the temperature [10].
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Figure 3. I-V and P-V characteristics of a solar cell
3. DESIGNING OF MPPT
The electrical energy converted by a conventional PV array is only about 30 to 40 percent of the incident sunlight. On the
other hand, the productivity of the PV array can be boosted by the medium provided by maximum power point tracker.
Task of tracking the point of maximum power is summarized for the case of impedance matching. The converter’s duty
cycle when altered accordingly will result in the matching of load impedance with source and in this case Thevenin’s
impedance [11].
In order to choose the algorithm for selection of tracking techniques one must keep in mind the various factors such as
computation time, complexity level, cost and effectiveness.
A. Incremental conductance Method
The incremental conductance method is an alternative solution for the MPPT method. This is a differential method by
deriving the PV power with respect to voltage. On differentiating the power with respect to voltage, the output must tend to
zero and based on the positive or negative variations in change in power to change in voltage (dP/dV) the PV voltage gets
increased or decreased. The incremental conductance method is stable to track the power at any changes in weather
conditions. (Reddy, narayanaet.al)
The algorithm of the incremental conductance method is differentiating the change in power to change in voltage.
/ = ( )/
=
/ +
/
(1)
+
/ =0
(2)
The
=0 is at MPP
Therefore, − / = /
(3)
In equation (3) the -I/V is the instantaneous conductance and dI/dV is the incremental conductance. On the base of
operating point, a set of iterations are conducted using this derivation and these set of derivation will be zero at
MPP.(Anurag, Bal et al.2016)
- / = / (/
= 0)
− / <
( / > 0)
− / > /
(/
< 0)
The above three conditions are used to analyze the direction of perturbation in which the MPP is achieved. Normally a
reference voltage is used for the operation of PV panel which is the VMPP and once the MPP is attained with maintaining
the operation and the change in current (∆I) is made constant. Due to weather changes tracking algorithm interrupts the
voltage reference to the new MPP which causes changes in the (∆I) [12].
While selecting MPP for tracking the technique used must be efficient, accurate and economical for analysis. The most
commonly used MPP techniques for tracking are P&O and Incremental Conductance method. The reason is that they are
simple in structure for implementation as well as requires very less tracking times. The techniques Perturb & Observe, and
Incremental Conductance method are more likely to be used where the parameter tuning is not necessary.
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Figure 4. Incremental conductance method flow chart
These systems are of high cost for implementation and are used for large scale applications rather than small scale. The
P&O method is used for where there is a variation in climatic conditions, mainly changing sun’s radiation and for quick
changes in the environmental conditions. But, this method sometimes finalizes the changes from MPP rather than from
radiation from sun therefore, the calculations go wrong. To eliminate this issue incremental conductance method takes
place. This method is applicable in a digital environment and provides better results in a varying change in climatic
conditions. This system attains lower oscillations within the maximum power point. The only drawback with this method
is complex structure. Thus, this method are used mainly in large scale purposes such as satellite applications [12].
4. MODEL IMPLEMENTATION OF SOLAR POWER BANK
The simulation model of the Photo Voltaic system with battery has been provided here. The resulting simulated waveforms
of DC voltage from PV array to inverter and battery, simulated Power waveforms from inverter to grid and the
corresponding current and voltage waveforms have been provided below.
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Figure 5. Simulink model of Solar Power Bank connected to Grid
The output waveform (voltage vs time) observed at PV array is as follows

Figure 6. Output waveform of PV Array

Figure 7. Voltage, Current and Power vs Time Waveforms
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Figure 8. Voltage vs time curve at Boost Converter

Figure 9. SOC, Current and voltage vs time curve
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Figure 10. Simulink model of Inverter Circuit

Figure 11. Three phase Output Waveform at Inverter
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Figure 12. Simulated Waveform of three phase output Voltage (in PU) at Grid
5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The simulated output waveform shown in figure 6 is the voltage vs time curve obtained at the PV array. The DC output
voltage of 120V is obtained. Figure 7 is voltage, current and power vs time curve at PV system. Further this voltage is
given to boost converter as input. The output of boost converter is shown in figure 8. The voltage is increased upto 230V.
The DC voltage is stored in battery. Figure 9 represents the state of charge (SOC) of the battery, current and Voltage vs
Time waveforms. This DC voltage is fed to three phase inverter and three phase output waveform in figure 11 can be
observed. Figure 12 represents the simulated waveform of three phase output voltage in per unit (PU) at Grid.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper an attempt has been made to develop a simulation model for Solar Power Bank connected to grid with MPPT
in SIMULINK/MATLAB to study the enhancement in the efficiency, reliability and sustainability of the system. The
output voltage is verified and output waveforms have been studied comparatively based on the Simulation results, we can
conclude that it is necessary to operate our system at the Maximum Power Point (MPP) of a Photo Voltaic array. Besides
inverters, Pulse width modulation (PWM) technique has also been developed. At the output of the inverter, this lead to a
sinusoidal waveform and reduction in output voltage’s total harmonic distortion (THD). The results validate the
satisfactory performance of the whole designed control and can be developed for grid – tied PV systems at remote places or
to promote renewable energy usage, using MPPT technique.
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